MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
I am pleased to present Colorado PERA’s Summary Annual Financial Report for the year
ended December 31, 2015.
The extensive changes in the public pension landscape in the past few years have
sharpened our focus on our primary responsibility—safeguarding the financial future
for more than half a million public employees in Colorado. Five years ago, we were
the first in the nation to enact changes and we have continued to navigate and be
leaders in this new era of pensions. More recently, the magnitude of this responsibility
precipitated the Colorado General Assembly to enact legislation in 2014, which
directed the Office of the State Auditor to conduct three separate studies of PERA using
neutral, outside experts to examine the benefit and funding structure for Colorado’s
retirement plan for public employees (please see page 7 for more information on these
studies). In addition to these three independent studies, 2015 marked the five-year
anniversary of the passage of the landmark PERA reform bill Senate Bill (SB) 10-001,
which requires a report every five years to assess the impact of the reforms.
The conclusion from all of these studies proves what we have known for some time—
that PERA is proven to be good for all of Colorado. PERA is the most cost effective
and efficient retirement plan available, will achieve full funding, and has achieved
significant savings as a result of the shared sacrifices in SB 10-001.
Together, the results of all the studies provide a wealth of information as we continue
to innovate and rigorously evaluate all facets of the PERA plan. Independent, critical
evaluations of PERA by objective experts familiar with the complex variables of a
retirement plan give us an informed foundation for the PERA Board of Trustees
(Board), PERA members, Colorado policymakers, and taxpayers as we work together
for a sustainable retirement system in the years and decades ahead. I am proud of the
productive relationships PERA has forged with a range of stakeholders and how we
have worked together to ensure a secure, sustainable retirement for our members.
The investment markets and returns for 2015 were disappointing with an overall total
plan return of 1.5 percent net-of-fees on a market value basis, which was less than the
long-term assumed rate of return of 7.5 percent. PERA’s investment management did
however add value by exceeding the median return of 95 other public funds of negative
0.2 percent. While the financial and economic environment in 2015 had an impact on
our investment return for the year, our long-term returns remain strong with a 35-year,
annualized, gross-of-fees return of 9.5 percent, which is a trademark of success for
a long-term investor like PERA. We invest not for the quarter or year, but for the
quarter-century and longer.
As we faced a year with economic challenges, which affected many institutional
investors like PERA, we remain focused and committed to ensure PERA’s sustainability
for years to come. We recognize the importance of our duties and responsibilities to
our membership, the economy, and the citizens of Colorado.

Gregory W. Smith
Executive Director

PROVEN BEST FOR COLORADO

William Holm/Retiree, City of Colorado Springs/
Pikes Peak Region
Five years after the landmark Senate
Bill 10-001 legislation, PERA once again
recognizes the shared sacrifices of our
membership. It is with their futures in mind
that PERA continues to sharpen our focus on
the primary responsibility of providing secure
retirements proven best for Colorado. This
Summary Annual Financial Report honors those
members and retirees by featuring photos which
remind us that an exceptional state merits an
exceptional retirement plan.
PERA thanks the many members and retirees
who submitted more than 400 photographs of
our great state.

Gregory W. Smith
Colorado PERA Executive Director
One of Colorado’s Best Investments

Summary Annual Financial Report
For the Year Ended December 31, 2015

FUNDING OF COLORADO PERA
Funding a retirement program is a long-term commitment, and
it’s important to remember that all benefits are not payable and
due at once. One of PERA’s stated funding objectives is to be able
to pay long-term benefit promises through contributions that
remain relatively level from year to year as a percent of salaries
earned by members. This means that each year, members and
employers pay their share for benefit service accrued in that year.
A primary measure of a pension fund’s health is its funded status.
This measurement is shown as a ratio, which represents the plan
assets as a percentage of the plan liabilities, or in other words,
the measurement compares the assets available to pay benefits
to the benefits that must be paid. To the extent promised benefits
outweigh the current assets, there exists an unfunded liability.
PERA’s liabilities are determined at the end of each year by the
Board’s actuary. The actuary performs a study, or a valuation, to
estimate these long-term costs or liabilities. The liabilities of PERA
are determined based on assumptions the Board selects, which
include the following:

shown in the “Funded Status of Colorado PERA” table below.
However, it is just a snapshot as of the last day of the plan
year. To better understand the condition and sustainability of
the plan, PERA’s actuaries also perform actuarial projections
on each division. Based on the current market value of assets
as of December 31, 2015, and the same underlying actuarial
assumptions including anticipated growth in active membership,
the actuaries project that the complete amortization of unfunded
liabilities will occur in approximately 42 years for the State
Division, 44 years in the School Division, 36 years in the Local
Government Division, 36 years in the DPS Division, and 73 years
in the Judicial Division.

Actuarial Value of Assets as a Percent of
Actuarial Accrued Liabilities1
(Funded Ratio of Colorado PERA Division Trust Funds; does not include Health Care
Trust Funds)
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• Life expectancy of retirees receiving benefits
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• Future salary increases for working members
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• Rate of return for PERA’s investments
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Billions of Dollars

The actuarial valuation performed for funding purposes is a
valuable tool to help the Board assess the health of the system,
represented by the funded statuses and amortization periods as

AGGREGATE FUNDED STATUS
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As of December 31, 2015

Market Value
of Assets

Actuarial Value
of Assets

Division Trust Funds
Actuarial accrued liability3
Assets held to pay those liabilities4
Unfunded actuarial accrued liability
Funded Ratio

$70.9 billion
$42.5 billion
$28.4 billion
59.9%

$70.9 billion
$44.0 billion
$26.8 billion
62.1%

Health Care Trust Funds1, 2
Actuarial accrued liability3
Assets held to pay those liabilities4
Unfunded actuarial accrued liability
Funded Ratio

$1.6 billion
$293 million
$1.3 billion
18.0%

$1.6 billion
$303 million
$1.3 billion
18.6%

$10

1, 2

2

$0
Funded Ratio

Based on the actuarial valuation performed for funding purposes.

2

T he data in this table has been aggregated for informational purposes.
The assets of each trust fund are for the sole purpose of its members and
cannot be used by another fund.

3

B ased upon an assumed rate of return on investments of 7.5 percent and
an assumed rate of 7.5 percent to discount the liabilities to be paid in the
future to a value as of December 31, 2015.

4

T he market value of assets is the fair value of the investments. The
actuarial value of assets is calculated by spreading any market gains or
losses above or below the assumed rate of return over four years.
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2015

66.1%

61.2%

63.2%

61.5%

62.3%

62.1%

Actuarial Accrued Liabilities
1

1

2009
68.9%

Actuarial Value of Assets

T his data has been aggregated for informational purposes; the assets of each trust
fund are for the sole purpose of its members and cannot be used by another fund.

FUNDED STATUS OF COLORADO PERA
Based on Current Funding as of December 31, 2015

Trust Fund
State Division
School Division
Local Government Division
Judicial Division
Denver Public Schools Division
Health Care
Denver Public Schools Health Care

Amortization Period
Funded with Future Contribution
Ratio1
Rate Increases
57.6%
44 Years
60.7%
46 Years
79.0%
28 Years
71.4%
Infinite
82.1%
Infinite
18.4%
35 Years
23.4%
14 Years

Funded Ratio based on actuarial value of assets.

1

More information about the actuarial valuation for funding purposes can be found in the Actuarial Section of PERA’s Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) and information about
the actuarial valuation for financial reporting purposes for pensions can be found in the Financial Section of PERA’s CAFR.

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
SUMMARY COMPARATIVE COMBINED STATEMENT OF FIDUCIARY NET POSITION
Includes All Funds—Division Trust Funds, Voluntary Investment Program, Defined Contribution Retirement Plan, Deferred Compensation Plan, Health Care Trust Fund, Denver Public
Schools Health Care Trust Fund, and Life Insurance Reserve

The Comparative Combined Statement of Fiduciary Net Position is a summary of the net assets available to pay future benefit payments
and gives a snapshot at a particular point in time.
As of
December 31, 2015
$48,645,652,000
2,200,177,000
$46,445,475,000

Total assets
Total liabilities
Fiduciary net position

As of
December 31, 2014
$50,220,962,000
2,144,581,000
$48,076,381,000

SUMMARY COMPARATIVE COMBINED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FIDUCIARY NET POSITION
Includes All Funds—Division Trust Funds, Voluntary Investment Program, Defined Contribution Retirement Plan, Deferred Compensation Plan, Health Care Trust Fund, Denver Public
Schools Health Care Trust Fund, and Life Insurance Reserve

The Comparative Combined Statement of Changes in Fiduciary Net Position shows the inflows and outflows during the year.
Year Ended
December 31, 2015
$3,146,807,000
4,777,713,000
(1,630,906,000)
48,076,381,000
$46,445,475,000

Total additions
Total deductions
Net change
Fiduciary net position beginning of year
Fiduciary net position end of year

Year Ended
December 31, 2014
$5,219,150,000
4,532,078,000
687,072,000
47,389,309,000
$48,076,381,000

2014

$47 billion fiduciary net position as of December 31, 2013
Contributions
$2.5 billion
Employer

Investments
$2.7 billion
$1,322M

Net Change in Fair Value

Benefits Paid
($4.5 billion)
$1,753M

Member

$826M

Dividends

$577M

Employer Disaffiliation

$190M

Interest

Retiree Health Care Premiums

$110M

Real Estate/Opportunity Fund/Private Equity

Purchased Service

$53M

Securities Lending

Other

$17M

Investment Expense

Pension Benefits

($3,884M)

Refunds

($359M)

$320M

Health Care Benefits

($211M)

$205M

Administrative Expense

($57M)

Other

($14M)

$11M
($164M)

Disability/Life Insurance

($7M)

2015

$48 billion fiduciary net position as of December 31, 2014
Contributions
$2.5 billion
Employer

Investments
$0.6 billion
$1,426M

Benefits Paid
($4.8 billion)

Net Change in Fair Value

($276M)

Pension Benefits

($4,074M)

Member

$855M

Dividends

$540M

Refunds

($370M)

Retiree Health Care Premiums

$134M

($247M)

Interest

$310M

Health Care Benefits

Purchased Service

$61M

Real Estate/Opportunity Fund/Private Equity

$234M

Administrative Expense

($62M)

Other

$21M

Securities Lending

Other

($18M)

$11M

Investment Expense

($170M)

Disability/Life Insurance

($7M)

$46 billion fiduciary net position as of December 31, 2015
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INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE
(Performance returns are time-weighted and net-of-fees)

Investment portfolio income is a significant source of revenue to
PERA. The Investment Committee, a subcommittee of the Board,
is responsible for assisting the Board in overseeing PERA’s
investment program.
In 2015, there was net investment income of $649 million
with total member contributions of $855 million and employer
contributions of $1.4 billion.
For the year ended December 31, 2015, the total fund had
a rate of return of 1.5 percent on a market value basis
(does not include the Defined Contribution and Deferred
Compensation Plans).

return for the pooled investment assets was 9.5 percent. All
returns do not include the Defined Contribution and Deferred
Compensation Plans.
PERA’s investment strategies reflect our mission, which is to
promote long-term financial security for our membership while
maintaining the stability of the fund. Specifically, the fund is to
be broadly diversified across and within asset classes to limit the
volatility of the total fund investment returns and limit the impact
of large losses on individual investments.
The Board sets the ranges and targets for each asset class in the
PERA investment portfolio.

PERA’s annualized rate of return on a market value basis over the
last three years was 7.4 percent, and over the last five years it was
7.3 percent. Over the last 10 years the rate of return was
6.0 percent. The 35-year, annualized, gross-of-fees rate of

The charts below detail the asset allocation for the PERA
investment portfolio as well as PERA’s investment returns
compared to its policy benchmark and the BNY Mellon
Performance and Risk Analytics’ and Investment Metrics’
Median Public Fund Universe.

Asset Allocation at Fair Value

Interim Target Allocation

(Does Not Include the Defined Contribution and Deferred Compensation Plans)
As of December 31, 2015 Asset Allocation at Fair Value

(Does Not Include the Defined Contribution and Deferred Compensation Plans)
As of December 31, 2015 Interim Target Allocation

55.5%

Global Equity

55.0%

Fixed Income

24.7%

Fixed Income

24.0%

Private Equity

8.2%

Private Equity

7.5%

Real Estate

8.6%

Opportunity Fund

2.2%

Global Equity

Investment Return Percentage

7.4%

7.3%

6.7%

7.3%

7.2%

6.6%

6.0%

6%

LARGEST EQUITY HOLDINGS BY FAIR VALUE

5.9%

5.5%

4%
2%

1.5%
0.5%*

0%

5.0%

(Does Not Include the Defined Contribution and Deferred Compensation Plans)
As of December 31, 2015

(Does Not Include the Defined Contribution and Deferred Compensation Plans)
As of December 31, 2015
8%

7.5%

Opportunity Fund

Cash & Short-Term Investments 1.0%

Cash & Short-Term Investments 0.8%

Colorado PERA Fund Investment Return (Annualized)
Compared to Benchmark

Real Estate

Apple Inc.
Alphabet Inc.
Microsoft Corp.
Amazon.com, Inc.
Wells Fargo & Co.
JP Morgan Chase & Co.
Walt Disney Co.
Nestle SA
Altria Group Inc.
Merck & Co. Inc.

Shares
3,412,368
362,420
4,582,482
285,018
3,004,668
2,321,468
1,423,312
1,964,051
2,360,282
2,542,939

Fair Value
$359,186,000
$281,966,000
$254,236,000
$192,641,000
$163,334,000
$153,287,000
$149,562,000
$146,274,000
$137,392,000
$134,318,000

The top ten holdings do not include holdings within commingled funds.

-0.2%**

-2%
2015
Colorado PERA

3-Year
Policy Benchmark*

5-Year

10-Year
Median Fund**

*The PERA Board of Trustees adopted a policy benchmark beginning April 1, 2004.
**BNY Mellon Performance and Risk Analytics’ and Investment Metrics’ Median Public Fund Universe
is comprised of 95 public pension funds with assets of approximately $1.4 trillion.
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PERA’s Form 13F filing may be viewed at the Securities and Exchange Commission
website at www.sec.gov. A link to the website may be accessed from the PERA website
at www.copera.org by clicking on the “Media” link, then clicking on the “SEC Filings”
link under Financial Information. Reports to the SEC are filed quarterly.

CONTRIBUTING TO COLORADO’S ECONOMY
PERA is a large contributor to the Colorado economy beyond
benefit payments with investments that provide jobs and services
that boost the state’s economy. Recognizing the opportunities
present in Colorado, PERA has nearly $448 million in investments
with companies and partnerships that have chosen Colorado as
their corporate headquarters.
Ultimately, these investments are an economic stimulus, which
strengthen the state’s economy.

stock of companies headquartered in Colorado in both
established, publicly traded companies, as well as investments
in entrepreneurial businesses that rely on private equity capital
for growth and expansion. Fixed income investments include
corporate bonds issued by the Colorado Housing and Finance
Authority as well as bonds issued by other Colorado companies.
Real estate investments are by direct ownership and pooled
investment capital. PERA also employs investment managers
with operations and employees in the state.

PERA has Colorado investments in all major asset classes
within its investment portfolio. These investments include

INVESTMENTS IN COLORADO
As of December 31, 2015

Common Stock

Diversification of Investments in Colorado

Fair Value
$113,089,000

Bonds
Bonds
Colorado Housing Finance Authority
Total Bonds

54,915,000
12,424,000
67,339,000

Real Estate
Equity Investments

54,199,000

Private Equity
Partnership Investments
Committed to Future Funding
Total Private Equity

165,892,000
47,370,000
213,262,000

Total Investments in Colorado

$447,889,000

Facts About Colorado PERA Investments

Common
Stock
25%
Private Equity
48%
Bonds
15%
Real Estate
12%

COLORADO PERA MEMBERSHIP

• Over $25 million saved annually by using in-house
investment professionals

As of December 31, 2015

• The Total Fund has outperformed the policy benchmark
since its adoption in April 2004

Division
State (Non-Troopers)
State Troopers
School
Local Government
Judicial
Denver Public Schools (DPS)

• More than 55 percent of assets managed internally
• More than $447 million invested in Colorado companies as
of December 31, 2015
• 9.5 percent annualized 35-year return (gross-of-fees)
• 38 investment professionals

Active
Members
54,450
841
120,239
12,176
334
15,929

Average
Age
45.9
41.5
44.6
44.5
56.7
40.6

Average Years
of Service
8.9
12.1
8.4
7.8
14.3
5.8

Average
Annual Salary
$47,247
$82,386
$35,224
$46,117
$140,329
$38,993

AVERAGE RETIREMENT BENEFITS PAYABLE TO COLORADO PERA RETIREES1
For the Year Ended December 31, 2015

Average Monthly Benefit
Average Age at Retirement
Average Age of Current Retiree
Average Years of Service at Retirement
Average Age at Death
1

State Division
$3,294
58.2
71.2
23.0
81.7

School Division
$3,052
58.5
70.7
23.5
82.2

Local Government
Division
$3,114
58.1
68.6
21.8
79.6

Judicial Division
$5,379
61.4
74.5
22.9
78.9

DPS Division
$3,206
59.1
73.9
25.0
85.3

Includes disability retirements, but not survivor benefits.
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COLORADO PERA BENEFITS PAID PER COUNTY
For the Year Ended December 31, 2015

PERA has a large impact on the state of
Colorado. In addition to creating jobs
through the investment of PERA trust
fund dollars in many Colorado-based
companies, PERA contributes to the
state’s economy by providing pension
and health care benefits to Colorado
PERA participants.
In 2015, PERA paid over $4.0 billion in
pension benefits, and of that, nearly
$3.7 billion was paid to 95,619 PERA
retirees living in Colorado. PERA
retirement benefits represent a steady
stream of income in every county
in Colorado.

Sedgwick
Jackson

Moffat

Logan

Larimer

Phillips

Weld

Routt
Morgan
Grand

Rio Blanco

Boulder

Clear
Creek

Eagle

Garfield

Summit

Yuma

Broomfield

Gilpin

Denver

Arapahoe

Jefferson
Douglas

Pitkin

Lake

Mesa

Kit Carson

Elbert

Park
Lincoln

Teller

Delta
Gunnison

Chaffee

Cheyenne
El Paso

Fremont

Montrose

Kiowa
Crowley

Ouray
San Miguel
San
Juan

Otero
Mineral

Rio Grande

Alamosa

La Plata
Archuleta

$200,000 –
$500,000

Pueblo

Custer

Saguache

Hinsdale

Dolores

Montezuma

Washington

Adams

$500,000 –
$1,000,000

Conejos

$1,000,000 –
$5,000,000

Bent

Prowers

Huerfano

Baca

Las Animas

Costilla

$5,000,000 –
$10,000,000

$10,000,000 –
$50,000,000

Over
$50,000,000

2015 LEGISLATIVE OVERVIEW
During the 2015 legislative session, six bills were introduced which would have impacted PERA, and of the six, two passed.
The Board takes positions on legislation affecting PERA based on its fiduciary responsibility to act in the best interests of its
membership.

Senate Bill 15-097
Supplemental Needs Trust For Certain PERA Benefits
The Board voted to support SB 15-097, and the bill passed and was
signed into law by Governor Hickenlooper on April 16, 2015.
House Bill 15-1391
PERA & Denver Public Schools 5-Year True-up
The Board did not take a position on House Bill (HB) 15-1391, and
the bill passed and was signed into law by Governor Hickenlooper
on June 3, 2015.
Senate Bill 15-080
Choice of PERA Members to Participate in the Defined Contribution Plan
The Board voted to oppose SB 15-080, and the bill was postponed
indefinitely by the House State, Veterans and Military Affairs
Committee.

House Bill 15-1251
PERA & Denver Public Schools 5-Year True-up
The Board’s position on HB 15-1251 was neutral, and the bill was
postponed indefinitely by the Senate State, Veterans and Military
Affairs Committee.
House Bill 15-1388
Securitizing Contributions for Retirement Earnings (SCORE) Act
The Board voted to support HB 15-1388, but the bill was postponed
indefinitely by the Senate Finance Committee.
For more on these 2015 bills, please go to
www.peraontheissues.com and click on “Legislation.”

Senate Bill 15-133
Compensation Report Prepared By State Personnel Director
The Board voted to oppose SB 15-133, and the bill was postponed
indefinitely by the House Business Affairs and Labor Committee.

Ellen Mackey/Douglas County Libraries/Boreas Pass
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INDEPENDENT STUDIES ON PERA
In the 2014 legislative session, the Joint Budget Committee sponsored SB 14-214, which created and funded three separate
studies to be conducted by neutral, outside experts to examine aspects of the benefit and funding structure of PERA (Milliman
Retirement Benefits Study; Gabriel, Roeder, Smith & Company Plan Design Study; and Pension Trustee Advisors Sensitivity
Analysis). The Board voted to support the bill and it was signed into law by Governor Hickenlooper on June 4, 2014. The studies
listed below were completed in 2015.
Milliman Retirement Benefits Study
The first study, released in January 2015 by the Colorado
Department of Personnel and Administration, incorporated
retirement benefits into the State’s annual total compensation
survey, which was conducted by the actuarial firm Milliman.
The Colorado General Assembly had asked for the 2015 study to
include the value of the PERA retirement and other benefits and
SB 14-214 required a comparison between the retirement package
provided to State employees through PERA to retirement packages
offered by both private companies and other states.
The study found that when compared to 18 other states and four
private sector entities, the value of the PERA benefit is 1 percent
above the median plan value of 14.7 percent and the Milliman
report concludes, “The State’s offerings are generally consistent
with market trends of survey recipients.”
Gabriel, Roeder, Smith & Company Plan Design Study
The second study was released in July 2015 by the Colorado Office
of the State Auditor, which was an independent evaluation of
PERA comparing the costs and effectiveness of PERA’s Defined
Benefit Plan to alternative plans in the public and private sector.
Nationally recognized actuarial firm Gabriel, Roeder, Smith &
Company (GRS) conducted a comprehensive evaluation and
came to the overall conclusion that “Colorado’s largest public
employee pension system is the most efficient and effective a state
could have,” as GRS officials told members of the Legislative
Audit Committee.
Among the findings of the study is that PERA is more efficient and
uses dollars more effectively than the other types of plans in use
today, including 401(k) plans. In fact, at the current cost, the PERA
plan provides a higher level of benefits than all the alternative
plans. PERA’s retirement benefits are neither too generous nor
too low when compared to other similarly situated public sector
employers. Furthermore, PERA provides more progress toward
retirement security for every career pattern regardless of the starting
age or how many years of service are worked.
Pension Trustee Advisors Sensitivity Analysis
The third study was a sensitivity analysis of PERA’s actuarial
assumptions. The study was overseen by the Colorado Office of
the State Auditor and performed by Pension Trustee Advisors
(PTA) and released in October 2015. The analysis looked at the
various components used in determining PERA’s financial health
and the findings demonstrate that all five of PERA’s trust funds
are projected to achieve fully funded status over time. The study
also shows that the actuarial assumptions PERA uses as it makes
projections and manages the plan are reasonable.
A second, critical objective of this study was to develop an
understandable format for communicating PERA’s progress toward
becoming fully funded for a broad spectrum of stakeholders and

policymakers. To fulfill this objective, PTA developed a signal light
methodology for evaluating PERA. For the year ended 2014, four
of PERA’s five Division Trust Funds received green lights. The
694-member Judicial Division received a yellow light.
The report notes the significant impact of the shared sacrifice
required of PERA retirees, members, and taxpayers as a result of
SB 10-001 enacted in 2010. If the signal light reporting method had
been in place in 2009 during the Great Recession, it would have
shown all PERA Divisions in orange or red, meaning that PERA
was projected to run out of money within 25 years. Applying the
signal light methodology, the reforms implemented as a result of
SB 10-001 moved the fund from red status to green.
Senate Bill 10-001 Report
SB 10-001 requires PERA to report every five years to the Governor
and the Colorado General Assembly on the economic impact of
changes in the annual increase (AI) compared to actual inflation
as well as progress made in reducing the unfunded liability in each
Division of PERA. In December 2015, PERA released the inaugural
SB 1 Report.
The overall message of the SB 1 Report is that the reforms returned
PERA to sustainability. Since the reforms have been implemented,
PERA has saved approximately $15 billion in unfunded liability.
The reduction in the AI provisions account for 90 percent of that
savings. But even recognizing the changes to the AI, benefit
recipients have kept up with inflation over the last five years.
Moreover, the funded ratios of the State and School Divisions are
slightly ahead of the projections developed when SB 10-001 was
implemented.
CEM Benchmarking Survey
Beyond studies required by legislation, PERA again opened its
operations to CEM Benchmarking (CEM), a global leader in
evaluating customer service performance and management costs.
As part of its assessment, CEM compared PERA to 13 U.S. funds
that are similar in membership size as well as international pension
funds. CEM found that PERA’s administrative costs were well
below the average. Additionally, PERA’s overall service score,
measuring the customer service PERA provides its members and
retirees, was 87 out of 100. Only five funds out of the 73 measured
globally had higher service scores than PERA.

Alan Eldridge/Office of Information Technology/Byers, Colorado
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One of Colorado’s Best Investments
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OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT IN POPULAR
ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORTING
The Government Finance Officers Association of United States and
Canada (GFOA) presented an Award for Outstanding Achievement
in Popular Annual Financial Reporting to PERA for its Summary
Annual Financial Report for the year ended December 31, 2014. This
is the 13th year PERA has received this award.
This prestigious national award recognizes conformance with the
highest standards for preparation of state and local government
reports and is valid for a period of one year. We believe the current
Summary Annual Financial Report continues to meet these program
standards and we are submitting it to GFOA for consideration.
This Summary Annual Financial Report is derived from information contained in
PERA’s CAFR, but does not include certain financial information nor is it presented in
a manner to conform with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP). PERA’s
CAFR is produced to conform with GAAP and is available on our website at
www.copera.org or by requesting a copy from PERA’s Customer Service Center.
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